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Dennis Gray's article about Jeff Jackson's psychological study in the last
AlpineJollrnal (A.J. 73.167) prompts me to comment on some of the findings
of my own study during the 1963 American Mount Everest Expedition. This
was aimed at providing information in several areas:

1 ways in which the personalities of climbers might differ from those of others;
2 personality characteristics associated with more and less effective coping

with stress;
3 personality differences within the group related to effectiveness in dealing

with others; and
4 the testing of some hypotheses about the processes by which strangers

become acquainted and develop interpersonal preferences.

Information in other areas emerged as well (e.g., through the collection of
reported dreams and a post-expedition questionnaire regarding sexual feelings
and behaviour while on the mountain), but in this article I should like to limit
myself to areas I) and 3) above, which I hope will provide an interesting sequel
to the GrayIJackson conclusions..

The American team comprised seventeen experienced climbers, some pairs
and trios among which were acquainted and had climbed together previously.
Before leaving for Nepal, they very generously submitted to three days of
personality assessment, which included a large and varied assortment of
techniques, from personality questionnaires such as the Minnesota Multi
phasic Personality Inventory and the California Personality Inventory to
perceptual techniques such as the Witkin Perception of the Vertical Test.
Altogether, over 300 measures reflecting individual differences among the
climbers were obtained, and these provided the pool of data about personality
for the study.

Group averages and comparisons

Unfortunately, the personality test which provided the results discussed in
Gray's article was not included among the techniques used. Forthat reason it
is hard to make direct connections between those results and mine. The
American team results had to be compared mainly with the averages of other,
non-climbing, American groups for which norms were already available.
However, my feeling is that the general pattern of the differences between the
Everest team and others is very consistent with the pattern of traits discussed
by Gray.

For example, his finding that top English climbers were more reserved, de
tached, critical and cool than were the other groups studied, finds an echo in the
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fact that when the American Everesters' scores on a technique measuring
values were compared with averages for a large college population, it was clear
that the Everest team received higher scores on, and gave greater priority to,
theoretical and aesthetic values than did the college group, and also that they
achieved considerably lower scores on the social value. On all other test scales
measuring sociability or affiliation, the Everest group had lower scores than the
norm group with which they were compared, and on a test designed to reflect
extraversion vs. introversion the group mean was clearly on the introversion
side. Still another reflection of this reserved quality can be seen in the fact that
when the average profiles obtained by various occupational groups were
compared, using the California Personality. Inventory, the Everest team's
profile was most similar to that of Research Scientists and least similar to that
of Business Executives. Judging by test results one would not expect climbers
to come across to others as very warm, outgoing, or easy to establish satisfying
relationships with, and one can easily imagine that such men might feel more
at ease in the mountains than in activities where there is a higher demand for
interaction.

The Gray/Jackson conclusion that top English climbers are more assertive,
self-assured and independent-minded is also warranted by the American data.
Many results pointed in this direction. In fact, this seemed to be one of the
major themes showing up in the pattern of differences between the Everesters
and various norm groups, on a variety of assessment techniques. Recurring
indications of self-assertiveness, impulsiveness, the rejection of convention for
its own sake, restlessness and a marked dislike for routine, all these indicators
might be summed up as reflecting a quality of assertive individuality in the
American Everest team which seems directly comparable to the finding of
assertiveness in the English climber.

As a final capping-off of this description of what personality characteristics
stood out among the American Everest team, here is a list of the California
Personality Inventory scales on which the group's average scores were the
highest and definitely above the norm, along with the test-makers' published
remarks on what observers usually say about people with such scores.

Scale

Psychological-mindedness

Achievement via
Independence

High scorers tend to be seen as:

Observant, spontaneous, changeable, verbally
fluent, rebellious toward rules, restrictions and
constraints

IVIature, forceful, strong, dominant, demand
ing and foresighted



Dominance

Flexibility

Self-acceptance

Intellectual efficiency
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Aggressive, confident, persistent and planful,
self-reliant, and independent having leader
ship potential and initiative
Insightful, adventurous, confident, humorous,
rebellious, idealistic, assertive, and egoistic;
sarcastic and cynical; highly concerned with
personal pleasure and diversion
Intelligent, outspoken, sharp-witted, demand
ing, aggressive and self-centred
Efficient, capable, progressive, planful,
thorough, alert and well-informed; placing a
high value on cognitive and intellectual
matters

On the other side of the coin, here are the two scales on which the Everest
team's average scores were the lowest:

Scale

Socialisation

Good impression

Low scorers tend to be seen as:

Defensive, demanding, opinionated, stubborn,
headstrong, rebellious and undependable
Inhibited, cautious, shrewd, wary, aloof; cool
and distant in relationships with others; self
centred.

It is rather a formidable person who emerges from these assessment averages,
one who is almost sure to have a noticeable impact of some kind on the people
with whom he comes in contact, though not necessarily always a happy or
satisfying one. The necessities for sensitivity and tact and the subtle modulation
of response to others, which most social interaction imposes, must often seem
to him something of a burden and artificial in relation to his nature; the ascent
into the mountains must offer a welcome escape into himself.

Individual characteristics associated with compatibility
Individual climbing ability and experience is, of course, a sine qua non for an
attempt on Everest. But in addition, the individual must integrate his behaviour
and co-ordinate his effort with that of others, and in this way a person's handling
of himself and his relations with others become an essential part of his 'per
formance'. Given a group of men all of whom possess I) high task competency,
and 2) the ability to handle adequately the physical and other stresses to which
they are subjected, it is clear that the effectiveness of the group depends in
large part on the feeling of the group members about and towards one another.
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Interpersonal opinions and attitudes were studied during our expedition in
various ways. A key one was the rating, by each climber, of all the others with
regard to his 'favourability of feeling' toward each of them; this was done
bi-weekly over the whole fourteen-week period in Nepal. From an analysis of
the responses each man received from all the others, the degree of favour with
which he was seen by the rest of the group could be assessed, and changes over
time in this could be studied. Each two-week period between ratings produced
some changes in the rankings received, but the changes were by no means
random. They moved towards an increasingly clear pattern of high and low
ranks. A favourability-of-feeling hierarchy was established fairly early within
which there were no really radical later changes, only refinements of position.
It appeared that enduring personality characteristics were slowly but surely
having their impact on the nature of each man'~ relationships with the others
during the course of the expedition, pushing them in an identifiable positive
or negative direction.

Many interesting questions can be asked about this process of establishment
of a favourability-of-feeling hierarchy. The two I was in the best position to
study were these: I) what differences in behaviour were associated with high
vs. Iow position in this hierarchy; i.e., could one differentiate those personal
styles that were more effective in relations with others from those styles that
were less effective? 2) Could these different personal styles have been identified
by the assessment techniques, and successful predictions made regarding
interpersonal effectiveness?

One way of answering the first question is by reference to ratings of personality
traits made at the end of the expedition by two observers, based on behaviour
displayed over the whole fourteen-week period in the field. Examining
differences between those high and low in the interpersonal hierarchy on each of
seventeen personality rating scales led to the conclusion that team members
who consistently generated strong positive feelings towards themselves were
those whose style was open, sensitive, considerate, inviting, cheerful, and free
from anxiety or confusion about self. Those who generated negative feelings
were seen by these two trained observers as closed, untactful, non-inviting,
self-encapsulated, irritable, moody and worrying. There is nothing very
surprising in this finding, but it is good to have it established on more than an
anecdotal basis.

One kind of evidence on the second point (the prediction of interpersonal
effectiveness) comes from examining the adjectives used to describe each
climber by the pre-expedition assessors, looking for differences in the words
used to describe those who would later take high and low positions in the
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interpersonal hierarchy. Adjectives which were applied much more frequently
to those high than to those low were: affectionate, spunky, immature, jolly and
healthy. Adjectives more frequently applied to those low in the hierarchy
were: worrying, methodical, planful, stubborn, serious, efficient, and peculiar
(as well as others conveying much the same Aavour). Other lines of evidence
converged with this one to indicate that the man who would later have a
favourable impact on his peers was earlier seen by assessors as having vitality,
spontaneity (even to the extent of spilling over into 'immaturity'), and warm
openness. Conversely, the man who would later have a negative impact on his
peers was earlier seen by assessors as lacking in vitality and spontaneity,
dispirited, and over-concerned with being 'methodical' and 'precise'. The
former seemed to come across as very personable and as wanting relationships
with others, while the latter came across as impersonal, as one who judges
others in terms of 'objective' and 'rational' standards to the extent of queezing
out warm emotional responses. To a significant degree, then, the impressions
of the assessors were predictive of interpersonal impact during the expedition.

What about the responses of the climbers themselves, on the many and varied
questionnaires filled out before the trip? Did relevant scores on them show
correlations with expedition behaviour? Definitely so, and in a pattern that
dove-tails nicely with results already described.

The first set of assessment scores seems to me to reAect a commitment to the
interpersonal realm, as opposed to the realm of manipulating the physical
world. In terms of occupation choice, the high scorer on this set shows interest
patterns similar to tho e of ocial workers, vocational counsellors, ministers of
religion and the like, while the low scorer has interests more similar to those
of engineers or farmers. The rest of the test scores in this set similarly point to
a pronounced interest in the world of people and their interaction. High
scorers on this set were in various ways more effective in their personal inter
actions during the expedition.

The second set of assessment scores seems to me to reAect a style of interaction,
something closer to actual observable behaviour than the first set, which I
would call fadlitative: valuing co-operative effort, non-judgemental, not
rigidly devoted to impersonal principles, unassertive about the self. Again, high
scorers on this set of scales were more likely to be seen favourably by
team-mates, and low scorers more likely to be seen unfavourably.

I have to admit to a slight fascination that a computer could throw up such
clear psychological meaning; I hope I can present one more detail from the
results without entirely losing the reader's interest. I have mentioned that

8
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analysis of the assessors' impressions of the men who later would be high and
low in the favourability-of-feeling hierarchy revealed different styles in the
two groups: one emphasising vitality and spontaneity, the other the opposite
and an emphasis on being efficient and methodical. It turns out that precisely
the same distinction appeared in the responses of the climbers themselves.
Before the expedition each man checked those adjectives, from a list of 300,

that described his image of the 'ideal climber'. The post-expedition data
analysis revealed that one word checked most often by men who emerged later
as high in the interpersonal hierarchy (and seldom by those who emerged as
low) was spontaneous. Conversely, the one word checked most often by those
who would later become low in the hierarchy (and seldom by those who would
become high) was painstaking.

Comment

It is worth noting that during the planning of this study pessimism was
encountered from two distinct sources. On the one hand there were many
American mountaineers whose feeling it was that climbing and scientific work
(especially in the form of a psychological investigation) were simply incom
patible, and who took a dim view of the huge research budget associated with
the American Everest attempt. While this view may be justified sometimes, it
was in my view not so in this case, and I know of only one of the seventeen
team-members who at the end still felt it would have been better not to have
attempted a psychological investigation.

The other source of pessimism was the research psychologist, whose feeling it
was that conditions during the expedition would be too uncontrolled and
varied to allow any sensible conclusions to be drawn from observations. This
is indeed a problem, but one which I believe adequate planning, adequate
attention to obtaining the whole-hearted co-operation of subjects beforehand,
and no small amount of good luck, can definitely mitigate. There is no doubt
in my mind that sensible conclusions can be drawn from observations made
before, during, and after the American Everest climb, though only a portion
of those observations have been presented and discussed in this paper.

We need now to find out whether or not similar results will emerge from in
vestigation into other such situations, whether these be mountaineering
expeditions, unusual military assignments, or perhaps prolonged space flight
involving teams of astronauts. From a cross-cultural viewpoint, we need to
know whether a similar study of compatibility among, say, English mountain
eers would show the same personal styles associated with high and low positions
in the interpersonal hierarchy as did this study of Americans in isolation.
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Try as I will, I am unable to resist closing these remarks with a speculation
about the why of climbing; I know better than to attempt it, but the lure of the
distant summit is too strong. I speak now only of the American climbers I
knew from the Everest Expedition; I must start from there. It has gradually
dawned on me that there is possibly a fundamental split within the typical
climber in this group, that his life involved some paradoxes, and that out of
these paradoxes might come the energy and its channelling that makes the
difference between a mountaineer and the rest of us. Some of these paradoxes,
darkly glimpsed, are these: that he is basically introspective yet highly active
in attempting to master the outside world; that he is basically humanistic but
tends to choose a career dealing with abstractions or the impersonal world;
that he is assertively individualistic yet showed a distinct tendency to idealise
the Buddhist way of life in which epal immersed us. These may all be clues
to a divided nature, an ambivalence, which most people experience as distinctly
undesirable. Ambivalence seeks resolution. I have come to feel that one of the
deepest attractions of mountaineering is its potential, for a time at least, to
allow us to feel whole, pulled together, undivided, undistracted-in a word,
ourselves. Searching for the right words, I find these of Ortega y Gasset's'
touching and highly relevant:
'Each of us is always in peril of not being the unique and untransferable self
which he is. The majority of men perpetually betrays this self which is waiting
to be; and to tell the whole truth our personal individuality is a personage which
is never completely realized, a simulating Utopia, a secret legend, which each
of us guards in the bottom of his heart.'

1 The Dehlllllalli:::atioll of Art, Anchor Books, N.Y., 1965, p. 17-1-.
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